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ABSTRACT
Understanding the dynamics of charge carriers at the semiconductor surfaces and interfaces is fundamental to
the further developments of photocatalytic, photovoltaic and optoelectronic devices. Here, we study the surface
photovoltage (SPV) dynamics in intrinsic and doped silicon by using scanning ultrafast electron microscopy (SUEM).
SUEM is a surface sensitive technique that allows the direct imaging of carriers at ultrafast timescales, and thereby
elucidating their spatiotemporal response to optical excitation. We first discuss the mechanism of image formation in
SUEM. We then use these images to show that carrier dynamics on the silicon surface depend strongly on the doping
type and concentration, though not always dictated by SPV. The numerical simulation of the drift-diffusion model
suggests that this is due to the formation of complex transport processes, driven by intrinsic and photoinduced fields in
the excited volume. This work refines our current understanding of the surface exclusive dynamics in semiconductors
by introducing a means to study their evolution in space and time and providing a model to explain the underlying
mechanism.
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21. SUPPLEMENTARY IMAGES
Figure 1. The SUEM snapshots recorded at 15 ps for intrinsic and lightly doped silicon. The images show dark halos surrounding the
photoexcited regions.
Figure 2. The net carrier intensity plotted versus time delay obtained from the numerical simulation for intrinsic (A), lightly doped
n-type (B) and lightly doped p-type (C) samples. The data clearly show that the intensity for A and B initially becomes negative before
it transitions into positive.
Figure 3. Spatial profile at the photoexicted-background border for intrinsic silicon obtained from numercial simulations calculated at
15 ps. The plot shows the intensity in the background is negative in agreement with the observation of the halos in the experimental
observations.
